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Summary

• The devastating human tragedy that is war has
descended on Europe. Russian aggression is
being met with stiff Ukrainian opposition and
an alliance of nations re-energised and more
relevant than it has been since the collapse of
the USSR 31 years before.

• There are multiple directions this crisis can
take, some early market consequences that
seem reasonable to adopt are:

o Inflation will spur higher due to rising
energy and agricultural prices
exacerbating the post-Covid inflationary
spike. This will further reduce disposable
incomes, consumer spending and lower
economic growth levels.

o Central banks will be more cautious in
raising rates, but we remain in a rising
rate environment.

o Gold initially rallied before dropping back,
settling at a higher level than in January.
Gold should be facing headwinds from
the expected increases in central bank
rates and should these Russia/Ukraine
risks reduce, gold may struggle to hold
its ground.

o The need for energy security and the
transition to cleaner energy generation 
will be demanded quicker.

• Before the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
markets were grappling with the likelihood
of a faster than expected tightening central
bank policy environment. This has
precipitated a steep sell-off in markets,
particularly amongst those growth stocks
that have been multiyear winners. What is
happening in Ukraine is exacerbating that
downward trend.

• Household balance sheets remain strong. It
is too early to say how households will react.
Will the ending of Covid restrictions deliver a
consumer spending boom of pent up
demand? Or will a more cautious consumer
emerge, spending down savings just to
maintain their standard of living in the face of
rising bills and sub-inflation pay rounds?

• There is increasing downward pressure on
growth, continued disruptions from Covid
(particularly in Asia) pervade, supply chains
remain interrupted and oil and energy costs
will combine to stymie growth. Offsetting 
this are strong consumer balance sheets,
low unemployment levels and rising wages.
Lower growth and higher inflation are the
order of the day.

• Central banks’ moods have hardened, and
recent geopolitical events are not going to
stop them tightening policy. The Federal
Reserve will quickly raise rates through this
year and next, the Bank of England also. The
ECB will be more cautious, whilst the People’s
Bank of China is already easing policy. A
decoupling of central bank policy is underway.

• As a result, markets have been repricing. 
The US 10-year yield rose from 1.6% to
2.4%, the UK 10 year from 0.97% to over
1.6%. Credit spreads have also widened
quite sharply across fixed income markets
ytd. We continue to use strategic bond funds
and short-dated fixed income funds to
reduce the impact from rising yields.

• In equities, the UK fared relatively well versus
global peers, particularly against Europe. 
The consumer discretionary and technology
sectors saw the biggest falls. Value investing
as a strategy has served to protect better
ytd, whereas ‘growth’ investors, who have
enjoyed so many years of outperformance,
witnessed some significant price declines.

• The US dollar strengthened and notable
weakness came from the Japanese yen
versus sterling. The price of Brent Crude rose
sharply to over $100 barrel whilst gold rallied
to over $1930/oz.
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The Rising Divide
I do not know what the history books will call the period
since 2016, but it surely deserves a decent title. It’s the
period that has seen the fracture of nations through the EU
referendum, the rise of Populism in Trump and Johnson,
the fall of Afghanistan back in to Taliban’s hands, and now
the horrific, relentless march of Putin’s war in Ukraine. But it
is also the period of a significant awakening of a new social
conscience through the advancement of LGBT rights, Me
Too and the Black Lives Matter movements and one of the
triumph of scientific endeavour through the unlocking of
gene sequencing, the advancement of quantum computing
and delivery of pandemic-busting mRNA vaccines.

No need for answers on a postcard, have you seen the
price of stamps nowadays? 

A sombre and sober start
Financial markets fell heavily in the beginning of the year,
before partially recovering by the end of the quarter. The
first, and primary, driver has been the rapid repricing of
bond markets as expectations of much quicker interest
rate rises and removal of policy support resulted in
significant market volatility. The release in January of the
minutes from the previous Federal Reserve meeting
highlighted a much more aggressive stance, which
triggered a swift move up in bond yields and prompted a
sell-off in equity markets, particularly amongst some high
growth stocks, such as US tech firms.

Second, the devastating human tragedy that is the war in
Ukraine further impacted the inflation and growth outlook
and exacerbated the negative market sentiment that was
already in place. These are truly horrific and tragic events
unfolding and the cause of horrendous human suffering
and our thoughts are with all of those impacted by this
awful war. For financial markets, rising geopolitical risks
increase uncertainty. Russian aggression is being met with
stiff Ukrainian opposition and an alliance of nations re-
energised and more relevant than it has been since the
collapse of the USSR 31 years before. As displeasing as it
sounds, markets price in and adjust quickly, the biggest
consequence is how the war will impact inflation numbers
and how that will impact consumer spending, the primary
driver of economies.

There are multiple directions this crisis can take, some
early market consequences that seem reasonable to
adopt are inflation spurring higher due to rising energy and
agricultural prices, exacerbating the inflationary spike
being driven by continued dislocations in re-opening the
global economy from the COVID lockdowns. This will
further reduce disposable incomes, dampen consumer
spending and lower economic growth levels. Central
banks will be more cautious in raising rates, but we remain
firmly in a rising interest rate environment, which looks

entirely appropriate given the high levels of inflation. Gold
should be facing headwinds from the expected increases
in central bank rates and should these Russia/Ukraine
risks reduce, gold may struggle to hold its ground. The
need for energy security and transition to clean energy
generation will be sped up.

Third, there are rising recessionary risks building.
Consumers have already been hit by 12 months of high
inflation and now rising interest rate costs, real-wage
declines and, in the UK at least, rising National Insurance
burdens. That, alongside the war in Ukraine, is causing
declining consumer confidence. There is a lag effect
between interest rate rises and their impact on the real
economy, which is already expected to be slowing sharply
into 2023. The US Federal Reserve left it too late to act in
the face of high inflation numbers and is now sharply
reversing course. The jury is still out on whether they
engineer a soft landing or a recession.

Central Banks – moving markets
There is an important divergence in messaging from central
banks across the world. In the US, the Federal Reserve has
pivoted very strongly away from being a passive observer
of what had previously been considered transitory inflation,
towards being the champion hawk in vowing to crush
inflation with a much faster pace of interest rate rises as
well as a faster winding down of asset purchases. In
January, the Federal Reserve released the minutes of its
December meeting, which quickly forced a repricing of
interest rate expectations that in turn caused bond yields to
rise significantly through the quarter. There was only one
small and short retrenchment in yields in the immediate
aftermath of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, as investors
briefly sought a flight to safety move. Whatever happens in
Ukraine, the Federal Reserve will be relentlessly raising

Market Outlook
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rates through the course of this year and every meeting
should now be considered one when rates will rise. Part of
the reason why the Fed can be so aggressive is the rude
health of the US jobs market which is seeing record job
openings in an environment of low unemployment. The
Federal Reserve has a dual mandate, first to manage the
inflation outlook and second to seek full employment.
There are over 11 million job openings the US. With
unemployment dropping to 3.6% and 1.8 jobs being
advertised for every unemployed person the supply of jobs
in the economy is not something the Federal Reserve will
have any concern over. Even a significant reduction in the
number of job openings caused by either higher interest
rate increasing costs on companies or a more cautious
outlook on hiring new staff can be absorbed and still leave
far more job openings than people seeking work.

Back in Blighty, the Bank of England has scored a hat trick
of interest rate rises and is widely expected to raise rates a
couple more times during this year. In contrast to the
Federal Reserve, the message coming out of the Bank of
England’s most recent meeting was more cautious,
signalling the pace of rate rises is likely to slow. Whilst the
unemployment picture in the UK is similarly strong as over
the pond, there are some really significant headwinds
being faced by the consumer which should serve as a
note of caution to those sitting at the Old Lady of
Threadneedle St when considering future rate rises.
Domestic energy bills are soaring in the face of rising gas
prices, National Insurance rate rises are now confirmed
and lower than inflation annual pay rounds are set to be
standard, all of which will weigh heavily on the consumer.
Whilst the most recent data from the Office of National
Statistics suggest households continue to save money at
a relatively high rate, (at 8.5 % of disposable income at the
end of 2021), UK consumer confidence fell to its lowest
level in 16 months during March in the face of surging
inflation numbers. Rishi's “pay now, maybe get back later”
spring statement will not be causing a rush of traffic back
to the high street anytime soon.

In Europe, the European Central Bank would dearly love to
find itself in a position where it could raise rates above the
negative rate it currently employs. The ECB is, however,
highly unlikely to be able to move interest rates higher at
the same pace of either the Federal Reserve or the Bank
of England. With unemployment still being around the 7%

level, slowing growth and inflation forecast to dip below
2% next year, these are not the kind of preconditions that
will augur in a long and protracted series of interest rate
rises. The situation in Ukraine and the interconnectedness
of European energy supply with Russia will see the ECB
remain cautious.

China is facing a different picture, low inflation, a slowing
economy, continued problems in a systemically important
property sector and a rising wave of COVID lockdowns,
mean a more supportive policy backdrop than elsewhere.
See our “China, looking another way” section for more.   

This isn't a crisis, it's a catastrophe 
The squeeze on household incomes is the most
challenging it has been for decades as a combination of
rising prices and declining real wage growth cause what
the headline writers have dubbed a cost of living crisis.
Rising energy prices are clearly a constituent part of this,
whether it is the price we pay at the petrol pump or
whether it is in the rising bills arriving on our door mats. It is
not just energy, but also commodities that are seeing
significant price rises. Food costs are rising, wheat prices
soared to its highest level for 14 years as supply was
disrupted by the war in Ukraine. Compounding this, Russia
and Belarus are major exporters of fertiliser products
increasing prices and likely resulting in lower yields in
countries which can still have a normal growing season,
which Ukraine clearly cannot. Whilst we will see the impact
of this in our shops, this is likely to be most impactful on
the emerging world; North Africa is experiencing its worst
drought in years, which poses a much greater threat of
destabilising societies, driven through the threat of hunger.

Growth & Inflation Numbers 
The picture here remains pretty clear. Economic growth is
falling, and inflation forecasts are signalling a higher and
more persistent level of inflation. Within this context, it is
worth reminding ourselves that we are falling from a
particularly strong 2021, which was a particularly strong
year for economic growth due to the rebound effects from
the worst of the pandemic.

As ever, with many thanks to our friends at Schroders for
these latest consensus forecasts.
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Market Outlook 
The more things get worse, the better things will get. This
does not make sense in most aspects of life, but with
declining markets comes better value.

In fixed income, we remain very wary of long-dated bonds
given the likelihood of rising yields in the coming quarters,
which would result in declining prices. To our minds there
remain significant risks still in the longer-dated fixed
income world and remain positioned in strategic bond
funds and shortdated fixed income funds to help limit the
effects of rising yields. These provide some shelter, but not
full protection from the headwinds of rising rates and
remain the mainstay for portfolios. We had hoped for a
smooth path upward in yields this year, which has clearly
not come to fruition. Bond yields could go higher still, but
the more they do, the more relevant fixed income will
become in protecting against equity-market volatility in
future market sell-offs.

In equities, valuations have fallen too. In the US, the S&P
500 is still trading above its 25-year average price/earnings
ratio, but strong earnings last year and price declines this
year make it less expensive, rather than cheap. Investors
remain prepared to pay handsomely to access the more
dynamic US corporate environment and its continued
earnings strength. Elsewhere valuations look less
expensive; we retain our UK equity weightings and would
argue that they have still not had the chance to bounce

back from the discount that accumulated since the 2016
referendum. For years, the UK equity market has been
easy to ignore if you are an overseas investor, but there are
signs investors are noticing the value on offer, particularly
with private equity investors increasingly taking interest.
The structure of the UK market with its heavy financials,
energy and materials weightings and the positive
correlation these sectors have with rising Treasury yields,
as well as a healthy dividend yield, warrants continued
patience for value to be unlocked.

Conclusion – Increasingly Opaque 
We concluded in our last investment strategy that the
first half of 2022 was going to be challenging for several
reasons, noting that there were likely to be spikes of
volatility along the way. There was no great prophecy in
this, there are always challenges and there will always be
periods of heightened volatility for investors to contend
with. We pointed to a less accommodative central bank
backdrop and COVID as being the key concerns. The
horrific war in Ukraine exacerbates those concerns.

The sharp rise in government bond yields, and hence an

increase in the ‘price of risk’, has created a new headwind
for markets and will continue to do so. A rising interest
rate environment looks entirely justified with inflation so
high and the jobs market so strong, the question here is
whether central banks push rates too far and economies
into a recession. The jury is out on this, so it makes sense
not to tilt portfolios too dramatically one way or the other.
We remain watchful, but also aware that whilst the quarter
has been hard, market declines are building in more value
than has been on offer for quite some time.

We thank you for continuing to place your trust in us in
managing your portfolio.
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The relative calm of 2021 was quickly forgotten
during the first quarter as demonstrated by the
swathes of red numbers in the table, which can
be summed up as pretty miserable. Most asset
classes found it hard work during the quarter,
with the small exception of commercial property.
The commercial property bricks and mortar
funds in this sector, however, have a background
of funds suspending dealing, funds in active
liquidation and an FCA review, which is looking at
the viability of keeping such funds in a daily dealt
format, make it a sector we find uninvestable
until some long term questions are resolved.

In equities, the UK was one of the few bright
spots helped by the sector make-up of the UK
market with its high exposure to energy and
resources and also its large financials exposure.
US equities also closed the quarter strongly,
benefiting from a lower level of interconnectedness
with Russia, which also boosted the US dollar,
giving a positive currency tailwind for UK investors
too. On the other hand, European equities struggled
somewhat given the obvious negative implications
of a war in Europe and their greater reliance on
Russia for their energy supply, particularly in

The table shows the IA (formerly Investment Association) returns broken down by asset class and geography but this time in
sterling. With sterling losing ground against the US dollar and the euro, this added to returns for GBP investors, whilst the fall
in the yen detracted from returns.

IA Sector Returns

Sector : IA UK Direct Property TR in GB 

Sector : IA UK Equity Income TR in GB 

Sector : IA Global Equity Income TR in GB 

Sector : IA North America TR in GB

Sector : IA Asia Pacific Excluding Japan TR in GB 

Sector : IA Sterling High Yield TR in GB

Sector : IA Sterling Strategic Bond TR in GB

Sector : IA Global TR in GB 

Sector : IA UK All Companies TR in GB

Sector : IA Japan TR in GB 

Sector : IA Sterling Corporate Bond TR in GB

Sector : IA Global Emerging Markets TR in GB

Sector : IA UK Index Linked Gilts TR in GB

Sector : IA UK Gilts TR in GB

Sector : IA Europe Excluding UK TR in GB

Data from FE Analytics 

Q1 2022

2.98

0

-0.81

-2.1

-3.01

-3.87

-4.17

-4.46

-4.8

-5.54

-5.59

-6.3

-7.03

-7.04

-7.27

Market Review
Review of Q1 2022. Market Returns – a whistle-stop tour of some of the movers and
shakers during the year. 
The chart shows the returns in local currency across a cross sample of major indices.



Germany. European banks have greater exposure to
Russia too, which contributed to their negative returns.

In emerging markets, Russian assets were written down to
zero and removed from the emerging markets index by the
major index providers because of the invasion of Ukraine by
Russia. At the beginning of the year, Russia represented
approximately 4% of the emerging market index which goes
a long way in explaining the underperformance. Chinese
equities also posted losses as the authorities continue to
tackle the rising number of cases of COVID with their zero-
tolerance policy, which equates to the lockdowns of entire
cities, such as Shenzhen and now Shanghai. Elsewhere in
emerging markets there was better news, particularly from
those commodity producing countries that were set to gain
from the boycott of Russian commodities, such as Brazil.

The table opposite shows the winners and losers in terms of
industrial sector and style for the first quarter in local currency:

At a sector level, energy was the standout sector as rising oil
and gas prices suited companies operating in this space and
there was no quick resolution to be found in terms of
increasing supply. The sector is up over 20% year to date, on
the back of a rise of 38% in 2021. Oil inventories were already
very low after a period of strong demand and well before the
Russian invasion of Ukraine saw oil buyers backing away from
purchasing from the aggressor. There was no sign of supply
improving to make up for lost supply either as OPEC
continued to stick with their gradual output hikes.

Sectors which struggled were typically those areas with a
greater weighting to growth stocks, such as technology
and consumer discretionary (which houses Tesla and
Amazon). There was a notable style divergence, driven by
rising bond yields, with ‘value’ as an investment style
significantly outperforming ‘growth’ during the quarter.

According to Factset, corporate earnings growth for S&P
500 companies for 2021 were 47.7% and analysts are
projecting earnings growth of 9.4% for the current

calendar year. Combine this with headline index level
declines and the valuation picture that emerges is one of
slowly improving valuation metrics. For example there are
areas which look relatively attractive versus history; the
FTSE 100 is currently trading with a forward P/E ratio of
less than 12 and a dividend yield of over 3% (before any
share buybacks) and emerging markets too, albeit with
weakness in China being a major headwind. On the other
hand, US stocks continue to trade at a premium versus
their history, but even they, courtesy of that strong
earnings growth mentioned above, are slowly growing into
their elevated valuations. At the beginning of 2021 for
example, the S&P 500 was trading with a P/E ratio of
around 23 x earnings whereas it is around 19 x today.
Less expensive, rather than cheap admittedly.
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MSCI Sector Returns (TR)

MSCI ACWI/Energy

MSCI ACWI/
Telecommunications
Services 

MSCI ACWI/Materials

MSCI ACWI/Utilities 

MSCI ACWI/Financials 

MSCI ACWI/Health Care 

MSCI ACWI/Consumer
Staples 

MSCI ACWI/Industrials 

MSCI ACWI/Information
Technology 

MSCI ACWI/Consumer
Discretionary 

Data from FE Analytics

Q1 2022

22.8

3.47

3.11

1.69

0

-3.27

-3.33

-4.94

-9.75

-10.67
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Fixed Income
The minutes from December's Federal Reserve meeting
brought into sharp focus the appetite to raise interest rates
and to cease the liquidity support measures that the
central bank had been employing at a much faster pace
than had previously been expected. This shook the bond
market and saw a significant increase in yields, with the
resulting capital losses. For example, the US 10-year bond
started the year yielding just over 1.6% and at one point
touched 2.5% during the quarter. Written on paper these
may sound small moves, but in the fixed income world
these are significant and were joined by widening credit
spreads – a classic one-two combo that all in all, as the
chart shows, made for a tough quarter.

We continue to use strategic bond and short-dated fixed
income funds to shelter from rising yields. These fared
relatively well but still posted small negative declines. Where

held, conservative multiasset funds from both Ruffer and Troy
again proved adept at protecting capital in tough markets.    

Currencies
The US dollar strengthened versus sterling. As the chart
shows, the dollar strengthened in a flight to safety move
in the wake of the Russian invasion of Ukraine in
February, which coupled with a central bank interest rate
rise and the full expectation of plenty more to come,
helped strengthen the greenback. The Japanese yen has
traditionally also served as a risk off beneficiary and duly
followed the same path as the US dollar, but sharply
weakened given the big divergence in central bank
policy. Governor Kuroda is determined to keep long term
bond yields at rock bottom levels whereas, as already
mentioned, the US central bank policy is heading in a
different direction.
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Whilst the headlines here in the UK are so heavily focused
on the cost of living crisis driven by rising energy bills,
petrol prices, interest rates and taxes too, the Chinese
government is juggling different plates. Beijing is trying to
manage the passage across an equally challenged and
precarious tightrope, attempting to minimise the economic
and diplomatic fallout from its relationship with Russia
given the war in Ukraine, a new, more determined COVID
wave, a slowing economy and the forthcoming National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, in which
President Xi is expected to retain the leadership.

On Russia, keeping its head down
The silence emanating from China is deafening. Having
signed a joint statement with Mr Putin promising
“friendship between the two countries has no limits” just a
month before Russia invaded Ukraine, President Xi finds
himself in the uncomfortable position of openly supporting
Russia, which in turn finds itself being treated as a pariah
state by the rest of the world. Whilst both Russia and
China are united in their distaste of American power, the
economic reality for China is that Russia is dwarfed in
significance to the westernised world. Of its trading

partners, Russia represents just under 3% of China’s total
trade compared with the rest of the world. Whatever the
outcome of the war in Ukraine, bar the exceptional
overthrow of Putin and the democratisation of Russia,
China is highly likely to find Russia a more dependent and
a malleable partner than pre-war. Playing the long game
may not be winning any immediate friends, but if the
outcome results in an energy-rich and dependent partner
in Russia and a safe northern border, then this is a price
Beijing are clearly willing to pay.

On interest rates, heading down
In China, inflation is not the troublesome beast that we are
grappling with here in the UK. China's annual inflation
number came in at just 0.9% in February, which was
broadly in line with forecasts and on a downward trend
compared to previous months. China has an inflation
target of 3% per annum so the current level is far below
the central bank’s target, which it has struggled to hit in
the last couple of years.

China is in a different place regarding central bank policy
too. With sporadic lockdowns in place hampering its

China, looking another way
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manufacturing production and exports, the People's Bank
of China (PBoC) reduced interest rates in January with the
greatest focus for interest rate reductions being on shorter
term loans. Overhanging much of the willingness for banks
to increase their lending though is the ongoing uncertainty
of the quality of the existing loans provided to the real
estate sector whose general credit quality has worsened in
the last couple of years and has seen a number of defaults
on bond payments from some major developers, such as
Evergrande and Shimao. The loan books of Chinese
banks are highly exposed to the Chinese real estate sector
– it being the sector with which banks have their greatest
exposure at just under 30% of the nation’s total lending. In
the property market, China is being forced to balance twin
ambitions. First, balancing the unaffordability of property
for the many as they push forward with their common
prosperity agenda, whilst at the same time trying not to
force a recession in such an economically important
sector. What happens here matters and regulators
continue to try to engineer a soft landing after years of
debt fuelled expansion.

On COVID, buying time for now
China is sticking with its zero COVID policy for now as it
seeks to buy time, rather than adopting a ‘living with
COVID’ strategy that many other countries in Asia are
adopting (even Hong Kong appears to be going down this
route despite the much higher level of cases than in

mainland China). China has fared particularly well in
suppressing the virus up until this point, albeit through
draconian and strict measures. What this does mean
however is there are very low levels of naturalised
immunity circulating through the Chinese population and
despite the vaccine programmes making progress, the
effectiveness of the Chinese vaccines themselves, in
comparison to the MRNA vaccines such as Pfizer broadly
used elsewhere, look less impressive. With a strong anti-
Western message exampling the number of deaths from
COVID in the US as a reason for celebrating the
Communist Party’s strategy in dealing with the virus, only
Chinese made vaccines have been approved, preventing
the distribution of more effective alternatives. This means
that should China choose to go down the route of
employing a ‘living with COVID’ strategy, the likelihood is
an unacceptable level of deaths and stress on the health
system, making the ‘buying time’ strategy the only option
for now.

Slowing growth and COVID rather than inflation will remain
the PBoC primary concern and focus. Recent citywide
lockdown's in Xi’an, Shenzen and now Shanghai highlight
the seriousness of the situation and the potential impact
this could have not only on domestic economic growth,
but also the vulnerability of supply chain disruptions
feeding into the global economy and continuing to push
up inflation numbers elsewhere. China is hoping to grow
by 5.5% this year, COVID may well scupper that.

On Xi
The 20th Party Congress occurs later this year.
Traditionally, elected leaders served a maximum of two
terms ever since the 1990’s, but this time the broad
expectation is there will be a break in tradition as Xi
successfully removed the two-term limit in 2018 and has
subsequently concentrated power in his hands. In the lead
up to this year’s Congress there have been some sizeable
changes to personnel and leadership structures as Xi
consolidates power and the Chinese Communist Party
around him. A strong Party driven by an ideology as
interpreted by Xi alongside a continued evolution of the
structures of Chinese elite power politics will continue, with
the key focus remaining the domestic agenda and the long
term survival of the Chinese Communist Party.

Chinese equities have fallen significantly since their peak in
February 2021 and valuations have undoubtedly become
more attractive; the MSCI China Index has fallen from
around 27 times earnings to approximately half that today.
Whilst this may represent a long-term opportunity, there
are plenty of uncertainties too. If China were to become
more visibly supportive to Russia one could expect some
forms of sanctions to follow. Internally too there are
pressures, COVID continues to dampen growth prospects,
the important property market remains challenged as
discussed above and political risks in the lead up to the
Party Congress remain.
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Staying calm 
in the eye of a storm

The history books may not have judged the premiership of
Harold Macmillan in the fondest of lights, but from fighting
and being wounded in World War 1, emerging from the
ashes of the Suez Crisis to become Prime Minister and
leading the government through the Cuban Missile Crisis
he summed up the greatest challenge for a statesman as
“Events, dear boy, events”. Having reflected on my time
here at HFMC Wealth, coming up to 15 years now having
joined in September 2007, “events” are indeed a certainty.

Just over these last 15 years, we have navigated through the
global financial crisis, the earthquake in Japan and nuclear
incident at Fukushima, the European sovereign debt crisis,
the US debt ceiling crisis plus a couple of government
shutdowns to boot, the EU referendum of 2016, the rise of a
trade war between the US and China, a global pandemic

and now, sadly, an invasion of a sovereign, democratically
elected Ukraine. This list is not even comprehensive!

If we chart the passage of equity markets over the same
period (for the record, I started on 17th September 2007),
the landscape portrays a far more benign and passive
backdrop. If we look at just a few of the major indices over
that time, it appears almost a one-way walk in the park.
Out of the indices shown below, even the worst
performing, in this case the Japanese TOPIX still delivered
a strongly positive return of over 65%. Poor old Blighty,
which has struggled so much in recent years as an equity
index, has delivered a relatively handy 110% return, which
includes its healthy dividends. For the smart cookies out
there, an investment in the US market would have
delivered the best return and almost trebled your money.
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As the old adage goes, it really isn't about timing the market, it is all about time in the market.

If it were possible to get one, an interesting overlay to see
on these charts would be where the typical investor sat
during this period on the cycle of investor emotions. I
would offer good odds that there would be more who
would have described themselves in the ‘apathy’ or
‘indifference’ stage, with a bit of ‘fear’ and ‘panic’ thrown
in for good order. I doubt there were quite so many who
spent most of their time feeling either ‘excited’ or
‘optimistic’ about their investing future. I am sure barely
any would have said ‘exuberant’.

Would it be fair to say that when it comes to investing
whatever the returns actually delivered, much of the
emotional side of investing hasn't been a fruitful journey? I
will leave that to you to answer over your bowl of cornflakes.

At this point it is probably worth highlighting a few of our
‘golden rules’, the full version may not be available in all
good bookshops, but certainly is on our website:

• Control Your Emotions. Investors can be
surprisingly counter-intuitive, buying assets after
they have risen strongly and selling them after
they have fallen heavily. Greed and Fear in other
words. Investors typically place too much
emphasis on what has just happened and simply
extrapolate current trends. Investors need to be
emotionally self-aware and avoid over-confidence,
selective memory syndrome and the seeking of
instant gratification.

• Don’t fight the market. You are a long-term
investor not a trader so accepting volatility and
staying in the game achieves the long-term returns
which the market historically delivers. Markets are
on the whole ‘efficient’ with the big and scary
market moves frequently just short-term panic
melt-ups or down which are soon corrected by
mean-reversion and should not concern the long-
term investor.

• Get Rich Slowly. Investment should be calm
and measured, even boring; it should not be
hectic and stressful and a right old drama all the
time. That grand old dame the Foreign and
Colonial Investment Trust coined the advertising
slogan ‘Get Rich Slowly’ and this remains
excellent advice. Time and Patience are the
investor’s best friends.
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Talkin’ ‘Bout my
Generation

In the second part of a series our Assistant Investment
Manager, Finlay Holland, continues to discuss rising
wealth inequality.  

On the 23rd March we passed through the two-year
anniversary of the first UK lockdown. After such a
tumultuous time, there should be consideration as to the
effects that the pandemic has had on the social and
economic fabric of our society. In our last strategy piece,
we looked at some of the key factors behind the rising
wealth inequality, which has been made more apparent by
the pandemic, but has been steadily building for the last
three decades. To quickly recap these were: favourable
demographic conditions, the introduction of China’s labour
market and globalisation, and the selfperpetuating
feedback loop of greater inequality and lower interest
rates. In this note we will consider the outlook for these
factors and in turn the direction of wealth inequality
through these tenets.

We start with arguably the most influential factor, the baby
boomers enjoyed favourable demographic conditions due
to being much larger than the generations either side of
them. This resulted in fewer cost pressures from the less
‘productive’ segments of society, on the tax paying base
of baby boomers to pay for the sorts of services required

by these age groups. The demographic situation in most
developed economies now is very different to that of the
baby boomer generation. We now have increased
longevity due to the wonders of modern medicine, greater
wealth and knowledge of health and nutrition.
Furthermore, birth rates have been falling since the 1950s
and the pandemic seems to have accelerated this trend
even in emerging economies which were previously known
for high fertility. India’s birth rate declined to just 2 children
per woman, which is below the rate at which births and
deaths are in rough balance (2.1 children per woman).
China’s birth rate touched a record low in 2021 and
America had population growth of 0.1% in 2021, their
lowest annual increase on record. These trends do not
look like they will reverse, and the outcome is an
increasing share of the population needing to be
supported by a stagnating working age population. This in
turn means taxes are likely to increase which means
consumption will be lower and thus so will growth. In
theory, this could speed up the demographic change
faster than expected as people may have less children due
to the increased tax expense limiting affordability. The
share of the world’s population that is over 50 has risen
from 15% in the 1950s to 25% today and stands to rise to
40% by 2100. The overall effect is nicely presented in this
data from the UN.  
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The warnings signs are there, be it an increasing need for
staff in care homes, steadily rising state pension age, or the
increase in national insurance to tackle an overwhelmed
NHS & social care system. Unfortunately, this does mean
that the outlook for reducing wealth inequality, if we look
solely through the lens of demographics, is unlikely, as
further cost will need to be borne across our society to pay
for the ageing population, the key factor is how the
government decide to raise these funds.

An ageing population is one of the most significant trends in
society today and links to two other factors, namely falling
interest rates and globalisation. There is a lot to pick
through when it comes to the direction of interest rates over
the long term. Economists Charles Goodhart & Manoj
Pradhan argue that an ageing population depresses rates
up to a point but once the main portion of asset owners
enter retirement, and begin to spend down their
accumulated assets, the stock of savings that have
depressed rates over the last 30-40 years will ultimately
reverse and interest rates will rise. This is because there has
been an excess of savings seeking return, creating an
imbalance in supply and demand which pushed interest
rates down. Goodhart & Pradhan believe that as the bulk of
asset owners enter retirement and begin to liquidate their
assets, the supply of funds seeking return will reduce
significantly, putting upward pressure on interest rates. This
seems perfectly plausible in theory with the baby boomer
generation easing into retirement. On the other hand, many
economists expect that the ageing world will continue to
depress interest rates. They argue it is the age profile of the

population in totality which matters, and with the median
age in the US just 38, this will continue to push upwards
towards the prime savings years just prior to retirement and
so the stock of savings doesn’t look like reversing and
causing an increase in the neutral rate of interest any time
soon. Even when it does eventually roll over as in the
Goodhart & Pradhan2 thesis, what of the impact of the
emerging world. Research from Delventhal, Fernández-
Villaverde & Guner3 into demographic transitions found that
as country transitions from high mortality/high fertility rates
to low mortality/low fertility rates are happening in an ever
more compressed time frame of two to three decades. If
countries have not already gone through this process, then
there is a good chance they are on track to do so. They
state that if the current rate of fertility is extrapolated then
the world will fall below the replacement rate of 2.1 children
per woman by 2040. India is one such country that has just
fallen below this rate but has a median age of 28 and a
population of 1.38bn meaning a large share have their
prime savings years ahead of them. In an ever more
financially integrated world, higher savings in the emerging
world will help to depress rates globally, not great news then
given that we know rates are in the lower bound and look
likely to stay there, meaning there is limited impact they can
have on appreciation of asset prices for the current
generation of savers and those looking to accumulate
assets compared to the baby boomer generation. What’s
more, there is contention around whether people are even
likely to spend a large portion of their retirement savings as
many will worry about outliving their savings or want to
leave money behind for their children, grandchildren etc.

1
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Supply Pains 
The rise of globalisation driven by the emergence of
China’s labour market meant companies could export
production to a cheaper labour market which in turn
ensured a large supply of cheap goods, resulting in
companies being able to cut costs and enjoy higher profit
margins. The current state of play is finely balanced, but
the era of globalisation has arguably hit its peak. In China,
the demographic environment which has driven much of
their growth is starting to look less favourable. China are
on the same track as Japan in terms of demographics
where the working age population peaked in 1990. With
Chinese birth rates per 1000 people having fallen 40% in
the last 15 years, the World Bank has projected that the
Chinese labour force will shrink 25% by 2040. Roughly
165m Chinese will hit retirement in the next 20 years which
is the same as the total US labour force. All this means
that China has reached the peak of what has driven most
of its growth, abundant and cheap labour. The Chinese
Communist Party is not blind to this and so is moving
away from being the workshop of the world to a more
developed economy that is increasingly reliant on
domestic rather than foreign consumption. This is possibly
the most significant driver in de-globalisation but there are
supplementary forces as well such as more awareness
around environmental, social and governance factors and
where they relate to poor working conditions in developing
economies and the environmental impact of shipping long
distances from east to west. These have become higher
priorities for shareholders and consumers alike. More
recently of course the re-opening of countries at different
times and at different scales due to the pandemic and
sadly the crisis in Ukraine have highlighted weaknesses in
supply chains which has resulted in significant costs to
companies and consumers, negating the previous benefit
globalisation had brought. As a result, companies have
started to ‘onshore’ and prioritise supply chain security
over profit. There are a number of effects which lay in turn,
the first being that just as cheap labour meant greater
profit margins for many firms, onshoring will undoubtedly
come at a cost to companies meaning generally lower
profits and returns to enjoy for those invested today.
However, the upside is that onshoring for many industries
will bring with it jobs closer to home and increase the
competitiveness of domestic producers. In theory, this
could reduce inequality due to increasing opportunities for
workers but potentially higher costs for companies and
lower returns for shareholders. 

The jury is out on rates but the sheer volume of the
government debt mountain makes it likely that we are in a
lower bound for the duration, barring unlikely demographic
shifts or significant new opportunities for growth and
investment, which outstrip the current surplus of savings.
Deglobalisation and onshoring brings with it the likelihood
of increased demand for workers and lower returns for
shareholders, helping to reduce inequality between labour
and capital. However, the ageing demographic does looks
like an unstoppable force which means governments will

demand a high tax on the working to pay for care
associated costs. Whilst the implementation of this will be
key as to the effect on inequality, targeting the wealthy is
certainly not easy to execute and would take great political
skill to achieve. Next time we will explore what governments
are currently contemplating in the face of high wealth
inequality and what options they have available to them. 
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